MINUTES OF ACOMB PPG MEETING
HELD AT ACOMB ON WEDNESDAY 7th FEBRUARY 2018 AT 12.30PM
Attendees YMG:

Karey Bennett, Tom Berridge, Alison Rathbone

Attendees Patients:

Janis Sinclair, Joe Friend, Pat Ansell, Dave Allinson, Carol Allinson, Wayne Skilbeck,
Liz Edge, Susan Blore, David Marchant

Apologies:

Elizabeth Parrott, Audrey Hollas, James Hollas, Anne Friend

Facilitator:

Karey Bennett

Note Taker:

Alison Rathbone

INTRODUCTIONS
KB explained that unfortunately Dr Scarsbrook had to attend another meeting and Zulf had to take the day of
unexpectedly so would not be attending the meeting. Tom Berridge our PCC Manager and Alison Rathbone were
in attendance.
MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
The minutes of the last meeting were agreed.
ACTIONS FROM THE LAST MEETING
Outstanding Action - Can medications be labelled with generic name?

Investigate whether review letters can be stopped if patients have tests at the hospital.
Unfortunately our review letters can’t be stopped if a patient is seen at the hospital. Often our reviews are
different so also need to be done.
DISABLED DOOR ACCESS
Liz Edge had asked that we add Disabled Door Access to the agenda.
AR informed the meeting that we now employed a Site Technician who is looking into whether he is able to fit
disabled door access for Acomb site. If he is not able to do this we will get quotes for this work.
TELEPHONE SYSTEM
KB explained to the meeting that Zulf is in the process of looking into a new phone system for the whole of York
Medical Group. Although we are unsure of all the specifics we have written a specification with some options we
would definitely like the new system to have but we are not telecoms experts so will be looking for advice. It will
however hopefully include the facility to assist those with impairments to enable them to text into the surgery.
Our current system is an extension of that at the hospital and it is 15 years old. We have had to work alongside
the CCG previously but it seems that other surgeries in York are also looking into new systems. All GPs in York are
on the same system.
A tender was sent out at the end of January so hopefully by the beginning of summer we should have a new
system.
Monkgate is the only surgery with a queue system on the telephones. Unfortunately some of our surgery phones
just ring with no engaged tone which is irritating for patients and where we receive most of our complaints. We
will maintain all current practice numbers but have three hubs across all the sites and PCCs will be able to book
you into any surgery. The phones will still be answered by a PCC.
It is the aim to standardise the system across all practices. One company we have contacted only specialises in
General Practice telephone systems and we have already spoken to Practice Managers they serve for references
and it is important to get the best system we can as it will be a 3 to 5 year contract.
Our current spend is £36,000 per annum so we hope that this will save the practice money and provide a more
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positive experience for all our patients.
There may be some internal operational issues during changeover but no dead period.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
CCG
Following the previous meeting when I had an issue with the CCG I recently had a much better
experience so would like to thank whoever it was for following up my issue.
I would like to know the cost of the CCG. We should be keeping an eye on the cost of running the
CCG and how much they save as often the results of their actions will end up costing more.
We haven’t a clue what goes on at the CCG if YMG would think to think of questions they would like
to ask we will send them from the PPG. We would still like someone from the CCG to attend our
meetings.
ACTION

COMMENT

Contact Victoria Hirst about attending further PPG
meetings

Emailed VH on 8th Feb

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

TARGET DATE

AR

06.08.18

CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU
The Citizens Advice Bureau will be available in surgery from 10am to 1pm alternating every Wednesday between
Acomb and Tower Court. Today was Acomb, so next week will be Tower Court but patients are free to attend
either site should they need assistance.
Patients can ring the surgery to make an appointment.
WAYS TO WELL-BEING
York CVS will be running a clinic in Acomb every Friday from Friday 2nd March. They will offer advice on all nonmedical aspects of patient well-being and you are able to self-refer into this service as well as being referred by
your GP. During March the service may be held on a day other than Friday due to prior commitments and Bank
Holidays.
Please contact the surgery for an appointment.
APPOINTMENTS
Patient had a flare up of dermatitis. He had appointment with a nurse so requested a repeat
prescription. As they were not a prescribing nurse they referred the prescription to a doctor. The
doctor would not give the prescription without speaking to the patient. There was no appointment
for 8 days which would have meant a two week delay to receive the prescription. Is anything being
done about lack of routine appointments.
Last Wednesday I had a call from the eye clinic at the hospital to say they would perform cataract on
Saturday but that I should have an INR check prior to this. I came into surgery but was told there
were no appointments - it takes two minutes so I don’t understand why they couldn’t squeeze me in!
I eventually got an appointment at Monkgate. I can never get in to have INR check in Acomb.
I came for an appointment and I tried to go upstairs to the waiting room through the door. Whoever
opened the door wanted to know where I was going and when I explained they told me that I should
take the lift. There is no sign saying for the upstairs waiting room take the lift. My wife went into
the wrong waiting room, as again the signage is not adequate, and PCCs should give clearer
information to patients about where to go.
KB explained that one of the waiting rooms upstairs is relatively new and that staff working upstairs should check
both waiting areas.
TB will ensure that PCCs give clear information of how to get upstairs and which waiting room to sit in for
appointments
At my previous surgery we had a screen which showed your name and which room to go to for your
appointment. Why are the doors locked anyway?
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The doors are kept locked as a security measure. There is sensitive patient data in rooms and it needs to be kept
secure. Our Site Technician is in the process of adding security keypads to all doors to maintain patient security so
it may be that the door downstairs can be left open for patient access.
I feel you must have been very unfortunate as I have been a patient here for 20 years and had
superb service from Acomb.
I am also a patient in Acomb and when the Doctor/Nurse comes out of the locked door if they do not
come into my line of vision I can’t hear them as I am deaf. I agree that a screen would be useful.
KB explained that there is an issue of data protection with names being displayed on a screen and whilst some
patients would be happy with this others would not.
AR will add a note to the patient record to inform clinicians that patient needs to be in line of vision to be able to
lip read as he is deaf.
I disagree with the screen I like the personal touch of the doctor/nurse coming out to see me. They
can also often assess a patient when they see them before they get into their appointment.
Online there are no appointments for female GPs at Woodthorpe and no appointments at all at
Acomb till 1st March.
AR briefly explained a new appointment system that will be in place from Monday 5 th March. Urgent Care Centres
will be staffed by our non-GP colleagues with an advisory GP being available to assist and also take UCC telephone
calls. Routine GP clinics will increase from 10 to 15 minute face to face appointments. There will also be “on the
day” slots for our Healthcare Assistants for use by GP’s and UCC clinicians for patients who need blood tests/ECGs
etc.
I read an article in the Evening Press from Healthwatch who are asking for patients to attend a
meeting to discuss the cessation of the pain clinic and the haematology department at the hospital.
I prefer to attend the hospital for my blood tests as I am never sure how well I am going to feel so
rather than make a nurse appointment at the surgery I have to cancel I can just turn up at the
hospital for my blood test.
Could I suggest that the INR clinic is more of a drop in session? Patients could be given a day but
not a time so that they can be seen when they need to be.
ACTION

COMMENT

Discuss with Acomb PCCs about directing patients
to the upstairs waiting room
Discuss with Acomb PCCs about updating signs for
the upstairs waiting rooms
Add reminder to patient record about being in line
of vision when calling for his appointment

COMPLETE – note added
to patient record

Look into closure of clinics at YDH
DATE OF THE NEXT MEETINGS
Wednesday 16th May at 12.30pm in Acomb
Joint PPG (for all sites) – Monday 6th August 2018 at 6.30pm at Water Lane
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PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

TARGET DATE

TB

06.08.18

TB

06.08.18

AR

07.02.18

AR

06.08.18

